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£259,000



This lovely ground floor apartment, offered with no onward chain, 
is situated in a sought after area of Brighton and would make an 
ideal first purchase, buy-to-let investment or even a holiday home. 
There are pleasant communal gardens around the property to 
enjoy some outside space, and just across the road Dyke Park 
offers sea views and plenty of green space for walking, jogging or 
simply sitting and relaxing in. The accommodation has a spacious 
feel throughout and is tastefully decorated in neutral colours and 
finishings to make the most of the natural light. There is a separate 
kitchen with a good quality range of units and space for appliances 
where you can prepare a feast and then enjoy dining in the 
comfortable living area. The master bedroom is a generous double 
with built in wardrobes and plenty of space for additional 
furniture.  The flat benefits from additional storage cupboards in 
the hallway.

The location of the flat couldn't be better for those wanting close 
proximity to the popular Seven Dials, with its array of artisan 
bakeries, cafes and boutiques, and commuter links by train or road 
are easily accessible. Hop on the bus, and Brighton city centre and 
seafront are less than 15 minutes' away, and for more active 
pursuits, Dyke Park and St Ann's Wells Garden are also close by 
with tennis courts and other amenities on offer.

NO ONWARD CHAIN
GROUND FLOOR 1 BED FLAT
DOUBLE GLAZED WINDOWS
GENEROUS STORAGE PROVIDED
CLOSE TO AMENITIES AND COMMUTER LINKS
IDEAL FIRST TIME BUY OR RENTAL INVESTMENT
COMMUNAL GARDENS
LONG LEASE - 187 YEARS
NO GROUND RENT
CLOSE TO SEVEN DIALS AND CITY CENTRE

Tenure - Leasehold
Length of lease remaining - 187 years
Ground rent - £0
Service charge to include reserve fund contribution
- £719.96pa
Council Tax - Band A £1369
Pets are allowed with freeholder permission
No short term lets or Airbnb allowed

Agents note: All measurements are approximate and whilst every attempt has been made to ensure accuracy they are for
general guidance only and must not be relied on. The fixture and fittings referred to have not been tested and therefore no
guarantee can be given that they are in working order. Internal photographs are reproduced for general information and it
must not be inferred that any item shown is included with the property.


